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The report may be reused in any format or medium. 
You must reuse it accurately and not in a misleading 
context. You must give the title of the source publica-
tion.

The investigations are carried out separately from 
the criminal investigation, without having used legal 
evidence procedures and with no other basic aim than 
learning about accidents with the purpose of gaining 
and promoting an understanding of safety. Conse-
quently, any use of this report for other purposes may 
lead to erroneous or misleading interpretations.

This is a summary of an investigation of an incident made by the Danish Marine Acci-
dent Investigation Board. The purpose of the summary is to communicate knowled-
ge acquired by the Danish Marine Accident Investigation Board in connection with 
the investigation of an accident.

Summaries are drawn up when investigations of minor accidents contain potential 
safety learning that may be of interest to parts of the maritime industry.

This summary concerns the problems that may arise when using a CO2 system in 
an emergency because the operation of the system cannot be trained in practice in 
connection with periodic fire drills.
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On 15 November 2017, WORLD CALIMA left Helgo-
land with a crew of 5 and 11 technicians who were 
to disembark at three different windfarm installati-
ons. After approx. 90 minutes, WORLD CALIMA ar-
rived at the first wind turbine.

When the first group of three technicians had di-
sembarked, WORLD CALIMA proceeded to the 
next wind turbine in the same area, where another 
group of technicians disembarked. When the ma-
ster reversed the engine to get away from the wind 
turbine, the mate and the master observed a fire in 
the engine room on the CCTV.

The alarm was raised and the remaining eight tech-
nicians assembled on the foredeck and donned im-
mersion suits. The technicians were quickly evacu-
ated to a nearby rescue vessel from the German 
coastguard in case the fire should become more 
critical and, for example, spread to other parts of 
the engine room and the rest of the vessel.

The master quickly decided to release the vessel’s 
CO2 system from the bridge and to cool the external 
accommodation bulkheads from the outside by me-
ans of water from the vessel’s fire hoses.

Figure 1: WORLD CALIMA berthed in Helgoland
Source: DMAIB

WORLD CALIMA was a Crew Transfer Vessel (CTV) 
carrying offshore technicians to the NSO Windfarm 
north of Helgoland, Germany, on a daily basis.

The vessel was manned with two navigating officers, 
an engineer officer and two deck hands.

Figure 2: Helgoland og NSO Offshore Windfarm
Source: © Made Smart Group BV 2016, C-Map data © 
Jeppesen AS2 016/DMAIB

Helgoland

NSO Windfarm

The incident
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When the master had activated the remote control 
lever for the CO2 installation, he could neither see nor 
hear whether the system had been released. Therefo-
re, the mate went down to the CO2 room on the after-
part of the vessel and activated it manually by pulling 
a wire directly connected to the valves on the bottles. 

Because the engine room was filled with smoke, the 
crew could not monitor the development of the fire in 
the engine room by means of the cameras.

Consequently, the crew had to touch the bulkhead 
to check whether the temperature was decreasing, 
which would indicate whether the fire-extinguishing 
efforts had had any impact.

After a while, the crew ascertained that the fire had 
been extinguished, and WORLD CALIMA was tow-
ed back to Helgoland by the German coastguard. 
The crew did not have to use any more water for 
fire-extinction in the engine room.

Shortly after the fire had been extinguished and the 
ship was being towed to Helgoland, the Danish Ma-
rine Accident Investigation Board was contacted. It 
was decided to start an investigation while the ship 
was berthed in Helgoland. The investigation cove-
red two main areas: The origin of the fire and the 
crew’s fire-extinguishing efforts.

The main focus of the fire investigation was to find 
the origin of the fire and a source of ignition as well 
as to investigate the spread of the fire. The investi-
gation identified the origin of the fire below a work-
table in the engine room – either on a shelf or on the 
floor below the table (figure 3).

The source of ignition as such could not be identi-
fied because the area had burnt out and any traces 
of a source had disappeared. Interviews with the 

persons involved could not provide any indication of 
which circumstances lead to the ignition. An investi-
gation of the electrical components (cables, cords 
and contacts) in the immediate vicinity of the work-
table, which was carried out in cooperation with the 
Danish Institute for Fire and Security Technology 
(DBI) after the vessel’s arrival in Esbjerg, concluded 
that the fire did not arise in the components.

Once it had ignited, the fire had spread to the rest 
of the table, primarily in a vertical direction. Due to 
radiation heat, the fire had spread to the area behind 
the worktable, especially on and close to the bulk-
head behind the worktable, where it had ignited the 
electrical components. The heat from the fire had 
spread on the upper deck in the engine room and 
had caused damage to light fixtures, cabinets and 
cables.

Figure 3: Origin of the fire. Shelf under the tabletop or the floor.
Source: DMAIB

Origin of the fire

The investigation
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Fire-fighting

In case of fire, some turmoil will normally arise, when 
the crew is to get an overview of the extent of the fire, 
the actions to be taken, and whether to postpone the 
fire-fighting while, for example, the passengers are 
being evacuated. This process is about collecting 
information about the situation until the crew has 
sufficient information to take a decision about the 
actions that will lead to the best result.

In this case, the priority was to disembark the pas-
sengers and, subsequently, extinguish the fire, the-
reby saving the ship. This process was fast on board 
WORLD CALIMA, and the vessel’s master decided 

to evacuate the passengers and used the vessel’s 
CO2 system, which was remotely released from the 
bridge.

Since it was not possible to ascertain from the brid-
ge whether the CO2 installation had been released, 
the system was also released locally in the CO2 spa-
ce to be certain that CO2 was led to the engine room. 
Subsequently, it was proven that the fire had prima-
rily been extinguished by means of CO2. Furthermo-
re, the place of the fire was, in one case, cooled by 
water from a hose that leaked due to the heat from 
the fire.

1

Ships constructed of aluminium are especially vul-

nerable to fire because the ship’s structure is quick-

ly eroded by the effect of heat, and minor fires may 

quickly develop into an uncontrollable emergency. 

Therefore, it is decisive that an early decision is made 

to evacuate the technicians and the crew, though this 

decision may expose the technicians to danger when 

they are leaving the vessel by means of ladders or 

jumping into a liferaft.

In this accident, the technicians were prepared to act 

fast. They could easily don the immersion suits and be 

evacuated quickly to another ship in the vicinity. This 

was the case because they were not considered ordi-

nary untrained passengers, but had instead acquired 

detailed knowledge about the on-board emergency 

procedures, which turned out to be effective. Becau-

se of this, the crew could quickly focus their resources 

on fighting the fire.

2

The remote-releasing of the CO2 installation on board 

was impeded by the fact that it had not been possible 

to train the practical aspects of its use. Therefore, the 

training was based on ideas about how the system 

would function in a real emergency. Furthermore, it 

was feared that the system would be activated unin-

tentionally. When the system is operated in stressing 

circumstances, the risk of incorrect operation will in-

crease, and the consequences hereof may be serious 

because time is of the utmost importance in connec-

tion with fires, especially on board rather small alumi-

nium vessels.

In this fire, it was expected that it would be evident 

whether the system had been activated. Since it was 

not clear whether the system had been activated, it 

was necessary to open the door to the CO2 room and 

to release the system locally. Releasing the system lo-

cally without being equipped with a fresh air breathing 

apparatus is, however, connected with a considerable 

risk because a suddenly arising leakage may have fa-

tal consequences.

Therefore, the CO2 system must not only be accom-

panied by an intuitive manual, but also be accom-

panied by information stating what is expected to 

happen upon activation. Furthermore, the fire fighting 

strategy must contain information about the actions 

to be made following use of the system.

Acccident investigations provide an understanding of how procedures and equip-ment for coping 
with emergencies function or do not function in practice. In connection with this accident, the Da-
nish Marine Accident Investigation Board became aware of the following points of learning:

Learning
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Name:  WORLD CALIMA
Type of vessel:  Crew Transfer Vessel (CTW)
Nationality/flag:  Denmark
Port of registry: Esbjerg
IMO number: 9684316
Call sign: OWJX2
DOC company: World Marine Offshore A/S
IMO company no.: 4192526
Year built: 2014
Shipyard/yard number: Fjellstrand AS/1695
Classification society: DNV-GL
Length overall: 31.31 m
Breadth overall: 12.59 m
Gross tonnage: 352
Deadweight: 34 t
Draught max.: 5.80 m 
Engine rating: 4 x 588 kW
Service speed: 22 knots
Hull material: Aluminium
Hull design: Trimaran

Ship particulars

Actions taken

In connection to investigation, The Danish Maritime 
Accident Investigation Board has received informa-
tion on following actions taken by the company:

• ”Install a sound/visual system that shows the 
crew when the fixed CO2 system has been acti-
vated on the bridge

• The operations and the HSEQ manager visit all 
vessels in our fleet to evaluate the feasibility in 

removing some of the fixed installations. This will 
allow us to remove as much flammable material 
as possible from the engine room.

• Thermography measurements of control boxes 
has been added as a task to the planned main-
tenance system.

• A Fire Hazard campaign will be rolled out during 
Q1 2018.”


